ABSTRACT
The purpose of this work is to computationally assess the threat h m shrapnel generation on the National Ignition Facility 0 first wall, final optics, and ultimately other target chamber components. Shrapnel is defined as material that is in a solid, liquid, or clusteredvapor phase with sufficient velocity to become a threat to exposed surfaces as a consequence of its impact. Typical NIF experiments will be of two types, low neutron yield shots in which the capsule is not cryogenically cooled, and high yield shots for which cryogenic cooling of the capsule is required. For non-cryogenic shots, shrapnel would be produced by spalling, melting, and vaporizing of "shine shields" by absorption and shock wave loading following 1-0 and 2-0 laser radiation. For cryogenic shots, shrapnel would be generated through shock wave splitting, spalling, and droplet formation of the cryogenic tubes following neutron energy deposition. Motion of the shrapnel is determined not only by particle velocities resulting from the neutron deposition, but also by both x-ray and debris loading arising from explosion of the hohlraum. Material responses of different target area components are computed from one-dimensional and two-dimensional stress wave propagation codes. Well developed rate-dependent spall computational models are used for stainless steel spall and splitting. Severe cell distortion is accounted for in shine-shield and hohlraum-loading computations. Resulting distributions of shrapnel particles are traced to the first wall and optics and damage is estimated for candidate materials. First wall and optical material damage from shrapnel includes crater fomtion and associated extended cracking.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The National Ignition FaciIity (Nn;) is a proposed U.S. Department of Energy inertial confinement laser fusion facility. The NIF will operate by focusing 192 laser beams onto a mm-sized deuterium-tritium capsule located at the center of a spherical target chamber having a design radius of 5 meters. Its mission is to achieve inertial confinement fusion ignition, access physical conditions in matter of interest to nuclear weapons physics, provide an above ground simulation capability for nuclear weapons effects testing, and contribute to the development of inertial fusion for electrical power production.
The preliminary indirect-drive cryogenic target design for capsule shots producing yield includes small capillary cryogenic tubes of stainless steel leading to the hohhurn. These are used to remove heat from the target assembly due to wall thermal loading and tritium decay. To support diagnostics requirements, additions to the basic non-cryogenic target design such as "shine shields" may be required, increasing the total mass of the target assembly. Shrapnel generation has affected Nova operations and with the increased mass of targets, increased laser energy, and increased fusion yields for NP, concern has been raised as to the threat to the NIF fxst wall protection system, the target positioner, and the final optics components.
In this paper we begin our investigation of shrapnel damage by computing what we believe will be the worst case scenarios for first wall and optics debris-shield threats and damage, namely, the 20 MJ yield shot with the cryogenic configuration, and the no-yield 1.8 MJ non-cryogenic shine-shield configuration. loading will result in an impulse in the direction of the hohlraum axis for cryotubes assumed to be in plane of the hohlraum axis. Debris loading will be radial from the point source.
II. SHRAPNEL FROM
Neutron heating in the cyrotubes decreases w i t h distance from the source. Particle velocities corresponding to deposited energies that cause expansion of the tubes are shown in Fig. 2 . Below melt energy spall occurs, and at somewhat lower energies split and s p a , and at even lower energies, splitting alone. Fragment distributions were determined for neutron energies based on radial PUFF (stress wave code) nucleation and growth spall and c i r d e r e ntial Moa' fragmentation criteria computations.
Above melt, droplet formation is assumed to follow Gmdy's formula,* relating diameter D to surface tension y, density p, and strain rate dddt:
2. B. Threat and damage at first wall and o p tics components Fig. 4 shows treatment of cryotube breakup and projection onto chamber wall locations. Each sector has its own particle size distribution. Computed mass density and mean particle radius of shrapnel at the first wall are shown in - Figs. 5a and 5b. Computed relative areal damage based on the cratering algorithm described in Part IV is shown in Fig. 6a for B4C first wall, and in Fig. 6b for fused silica optics debris shields (6.75 m radius from source). The current chamber design geometry will tend to concentrate the larger particles on the beltline away from the debris shields, and to concentrate the smaller particles on the debris shields.
Maximum damage here tends to focus near 6 = 73 deg and small i$ angles, at 5 to 7 W s , for vapor-cluster 1 to 10 pm particles. The calculated removal layer of B C will help determine the durability of the &st wall coating. A greater threat to the first w a l l is believed to arise from the larger shrapnel particles (150 pm)
impacting at about 400 d s , because of their greater damage depths. However, the debris shield may suffer the most from the high velocity small partjcles because a shallow depth of damage is believed to be sufficient to obscure the shield. The acceptable depth of 3, removal has yet to be measured. Only a few hundred of the larger shrapnel particles will be prodwedbut IO7 -108 of the smaller particles will be produced; hence the large estimated damage of the latter, based on our extrapolated algorithm.
SHRAPNEL GENERATION FROM 1.8 M3 NON-CRYOGENIC TARGET DESIGN INCLUDING SHINE SHIELDS
A. Description of shrapnel generation from target assembly In this case the threat consists of shrapnel from fhe gold hohhaum and copper shine shields (see Fig. 7 ). The copper disk shine shields are irradiated with 1-0 and 2-0 laser Iighh while the 3-0 light enters the hohlraum. The spatial variation of the former was & t e e d and combined loading cases were chosen at certain radii as shown in Fig. 8 , to be inseqolated for initial loading conditions. Twdimensional computations were made with our two-dimensional free-Lagrangian code (L2D) for the hohlraum and shine shields. An x-ray mixed black-body point source was assumed for computing the effect of transmitted x rays through Cylindrical Au
Hohlraum
Cu Disk Shine materials together spray material largely along the hohlraum axis, but also at all other polar angles.
B. Threat and damage at first wall and optics components
We computed the effects of the computed explosion of hohlraum and shine shields by tracing cells of material to the wall using the velocity field information at 112 11s. Fig. 10 shows the resulting mass distribution at the mt wall: all of the gold is ionized, one half of the copper is solid, and the remainder is initially above the ionization energy. This suggests there will be an expanding ring of copper that will fragment at later times. Also, the high internal-energy copper and gold that reach the first wall will likely be not only ions, but palecular vapor clusters and droplets after diameter of the plastic crater, L is the shrapnel or debris particle characteristic size, a is the fraction of the projectile kinetic energy coupled to the target, v is the impact velocity, p is the density of the shrapnel or debris hgment, and Y is the compressive yield strength of the target material. Impact damage from metalIic impactors against brittle target materials with high compressive yield strengths (such as fused silica and B&) is fundamentally different than damage in soft target materials , because the high strength resists plastic flow and makes only a small plastic crater. However, tensile stresses are produced in the targets, resulting in ring cracks, "Herzian cone cracks" and "lateral cracks" that can excavate surface material and produce shallow craters. The extent of the fractured zone beneath the impactor can be quite large, even though the craters are shallow. The simple algorithm of Eqn. 2 The above fornula applied to the worst case steel shrapnel (150 p) for a 20 MJ shot produces damage diameters of 0.5 mm in B& and 1.3 nun in fused silica. However, the formula is calibrated with hyperVe~ocity data, and may overestimate the damage for the
DS/L = BEcrpv2nrlln
(2) where is a proportionality constant that relates the fracture crater diameter to the
-
The fused silica data of Ref. 4 produced fracture-dominated damage, with the " s p a diameter" Ds, i.e. the diameter of the hctured region on the impact d a c e , being much larger than the crater depth. The moqhology of the damage is not reported in Ref. 
